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CUSTOMIZE PARAMETERS
HINT:
The following items can be customized.
NOTICE:
� When the customer requests a change in a function, first make sure that the function(s) can be

customized.
� Be sure to record the current settings before customizing.
� When troubleshooting a function, first make sure that the function is not set to OFF.

Wireless door lock:
Display (Item) Default Contents Setting

WIRELESS OPER
(Wireless door lock 

control function)
ON Function that turns wireless door lock function ON/OFF. ON/OFF

HAZARD ANS BACK
(Hazards answer−back
for wireless door lock 

operation)

ON
When LOCK switch on transmitter is pressed, this function
illuminates all hazard warning lamps once. When unlock
switch is pressed, all hazard warning lamps illuminate twice.

ON/OFF

DOWN/WIRELESS
(Wireless window and

sliding roof open 
control function)

ON
When UNLOCK switch on transmitter is held for 3 seconds,
this function opens all door windows and sliding roof.

ON/OFF

OPEN DOOR WARN
(Open door warning)

ON
If door is not completely closed and transmitter LOCK 
switch is pressed, this function sounds a buzzer for 10 
seconds.

ON/OFF

AUTO LOCK DELAY
(Auto lock time)

30 s
This function controls amount of time from unlocking doors
to automatic re−locking function.

30 s/60 s

TRUNK LID OPER
(Luggage compartment

door open function)
0.8s PR

This function changes transmitter operation method for 
opening luggage compartment door.

1 time/2 times/0.8s PR/OFF

UNLOCK / 2OPER
(Wireless unlock 
operated twice)

D_door

When UNLOCK switch is pressed once, this function un-
locks only designated door. When unlock switch is pressed
again within 3 seconds, all doors unlock.
If setting is on ALL, pressing UNLOCK switch once 
unlocks all doors.

ALL/D_door/D_side

ALARM FUNCTION
(Panic function)

ON
Function that operates theft deterrent system when 
transmitter LOCK (PANIC) switch is held for 3 seconds.

ON/OFF


